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Asynchronous cell spaces are capable of simulating the behavior of (non-)deterministic 
synchronous spaces in the sense that the same sequence (tree) of infinite configurations is 
produced. In the class of asynchronous spaces, deterministic local rules are sufficient to 
produce any nondeterministic global behavior. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Homogeneity is a condition that may be imposed on an orchestra of concerting systems 
(computers, machines, biological cells) in the sense that all systems obey to the same set 
of rules (are identical copies of some prototype) and use the same schema of communica- 
tion (interconnection pattern) with their neighbors. As compared with arbitrary parallel 
processes, these “cellular automata” (introduced by Ulam and von Neumann around 1952 
16, p. 7; 19, p. 941) P ermit a convenient mathematical representation as well as a relatively 
cheap technical realization (mass production). 
A third instance of homogeneity is obtained by the existence of a conductor syn- 
chronizing the pace of all cellular components. Synchronous cell spaces have been 
studied extensively for many years in many respects [l-23]. Although they are quite 
convenient for inferring precise results and properties, they are subject to a major 
disadvantage: the implementation of a global clock for synchronizing large iterative 
arrays of cells involves great physical difficulties and high costs [52]. 
There is now a considerable amount of material on asynchronous computational 
structures, some of which is discussed below, going back to early work of [37,40,41] and 
others; but also asynchronous cell spaces are now receiving some attention [36,42,46, 551. 
Also in this paper it is tried to find problems solvable in a cell space without a global 
clock. In more detail, an asynchronous cell space consists of identical copies of a finite 
automaton (cells) assigned to the points of Z? for d = 1,2,... . Translations of a neigh- 
borhood template determine for every cell x those neighbor cells that are connected to x; 
the states of these neighbors are used as inputs to x. Any cell may switch whenever this is 
permitted by its internal conditions (data dependent transition time, extra computation 
time due to fault elimination etc.). Thus there is homogeneity of cells and neighborhoods, 
but not of local time scales. 
The firing squad synchronization problem (FSSP) for synchronous cell spaces has 
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been studied and solved extensively [28, 31, 35, 38, 39, 47, 49, 50, 53, 541. In [36] it is 
argued and proved that “it would be foolish to expect an asynchronous linear array to 
solve this problem.” Surprisingly, however, the FSSP can be solved by a %-dimensional 
asynchronous space. More generally, it is shown in Result 1 (Theorem 1) that when paying 
the costs of an additional dimension, any deterministic sequence or nondeterministic 
tree of arbitrarily large synchronous configurations can be produced by some asynchronous 
cell space. The simulation involves a simple code function and an equivalence relation 
(output function) being ignorable in practical cases, and is carried out in real time (in 
the sense that real time is a lower bound which may be taken on). A brief outline is given 
of how the disadvantage of an additional dimension may be reduced in applications. This 
method of simulation inherently requires some geometric structure; it is not applicable 
to arbitrary asynchronous processes. 
From a theoretical point of view, this allows the generalization of well-known results 
(computation universality, self-reproduction, Garden-of-Eden decidability, FSSP, 
recognition etc.) from synchronous to asynchronous cell spaces. 
A second method of simulation utilizes the nondeterministic nature of asynchronous 
processes to be able to dispense with nondeterminism in the local transition rule (Result 2, 
Theorem 4). Again, the simulation code and equivalence involved are simple. The remain- 
ing cases of a space of type A simulating a space of type B are checked for A, B E {syn- 
chronous, asynchronous} x {deterministic, nondeterministic}. In the last sections, all 
results are transferred to finite spaces followed by some reflections on simulation time. 
Some remarks on the likenesses and differences of cell spaces and other asynchronous 
systems are in order. Among them, Petri nets are probably the best-studied systems. The 
Petri net literature can hardly be approximated by a few names; some of the more 
interesting papers are [24,25,29, 30,43-451. Although there exists a very simple universal 
asynchronous deterministic cell space capable of implementing any safe Petri net in a 
straightforward way [27], there are considerable differences. First of all, Petri nets are 
concerned with the control of data or computations while the states and switchings of a 
cell space are data and computations. In the terminology of [33], a Petri net corresponds 
to a schema, a cell space to a schema plus interpretation. Furthermore, no globally 
synchronized operation, not even a synchronous switching of certain neighbor components 
sharing certain inputs is permitted in Petri nets; there may be an arbitrary number of 
different components, as far as the number of input and output lines is concerned, 
and the interconnection pattern may be global as opposed to the homogeneous local 
neighborhood pattern of cell spaces. 
Certain Petri nets called marked graphs can be represented as computational graphs [32]. 
These and their generalization, program schemata [33], h s ow similar differences to cell 
spaces: inhomogeneous components and global neighborhoods (random access memory). 
Asynchronous systems are inherently nondeterministic. Therefore, “determinacy” [33] 
if often a heIpfu1 property. A program schema is determinate if for all memory locations i, 
the sequences of values in i are constant for all interpretations and for all nondeterministic 
developments of the schema (see [33] for equivalent conditions). The corresponding 
property has been studied by [42] f or cell spaces and by [49] for more general “intelligent 
graphs.” But determinacy is not sufficient for our purposes because nothing is said about 
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the global synchronization of the various local cell state sequences. (Confer the confusion 
resulting from the superposition of two slides!) It will be obvious that the asynchronous 
simulators of Section 3 are determinate, but the importance of the result lies in the global 
synchronization. For a further discussion of the differences between local and global 
synchronization and sharper conditions for which types of simulation the FSSP is 
unsolvable, refer to [26]. 
Another interesting property of some program schemata is “boundedness”: only a 
bounded number of operations may be initiated without being terminated. Asynchronous 
cell spaces deal with an infinite array of cells; even when considering only “finite” con- 
figurations (all but a finite number of cells are in a quiescent state), this finite number of 
potentially active cells may become arbitrarily large, and all of them may actually switch 
at once, so there is no boundedness. 
A problem closely related to boundedness is the notion of time. One may think of an 
absolute time scale, say the positive real numbers, on which the changes of state are 
marked. Often, however, the absolute points of time of the switching of components A 
and B are of minor interest as long as A switches before B, for example. This suggests the 
definition of a relative time in which a unit of time elapses whenever the whole system 
changes state (caused by the simultaneous activity of one or more components). 
In [36], for example, l-dimensional arrays of cells are studied and for all “active” 
cells, a finite maximal delay with respect to the relative time scale is assumed. In this 
case, the number of active cells should remain bounded because too many active cells 
would violate the delay condition. For the cell spaces studied in this paper, the de- 
monstration of such a bounded delay is neither necessary nor possible. The main results 
are independent of any time scale, but some discussions of simulation time are given 
in Section 8, where time is neither relative nor absolute but based on the time of syn- 
chronous performance as a suggested approximation of asynchronous performance 
under a suitable probability measure. 
An elegant “fundamental theorem” of [34] ( an earlier version is by [48]) with applica- 
tions to program schemata, Petri nets, cell spaces, and other asynchronous systems 
proves “deterministic,” “commutative,” and “persistent” systems to be “confluent” 
(“Church-Rosser property”), implying among other properties that two different 
developments of a given initial state may always be driven to a common successor; in 
particular, there is at most one terminal state reachable from the initial state of a Church- 
Rosser system. The general systems in the range of the fundamental theorem are “tran- 
sition systems” where a “name” is assigned to each state transition. (This name may be 
interpreted as an input or a random generator output.) 
Deterministic asynchronous cell spaces as defined in the next section can be considered 
as named transition systems if a “switch set” (set of cells switching simultaneously) is 
used as a name. (A word to avoid confusion: “determinate” of [33] is not equivalent to 
“deterministic” in the sense of [34]. In the present paper, an asynchronous cell space is 
“deterministic” if the local cellular transition relation is a function; in this case, the cell 
space is deterministic in the sense of [34]-the converse does not hold in general.) As one 
would expect, the deterministic asynchronous spaces simulating arbitrary nondeter- 
ministic ones (Result 2) are inherently not commutative and not Church-Rosser. The 
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spaces used to prove Result 1 are commutative, persistent, and deterministic in the sense 
of [34], hence Church-Rosser. But again, this is not our main interest because the Church- 
Rosser property only guarantees that an “asynchronous pattern” can always be followed 
by a “synchronous” successor; rather, we want any configuration of the space to contain 
the synchronous pattern right away. 
2. CELL SPACES WITH AND WITHOUT SYNCHRONIZATIOK 
A binary relation E with domain dom E and range rg E induces two functions E- 
and E, assigning to every set C the sets 
E-(C) = (b E rg E: 3a E C((a, b) E E)f 
and 
E,(C) = {a E dom E: 3 E C((a, b) E E)}. 
(If E is a function, E, is often denoted as E-r.) To avoid parentheses, an r-ary relation 
E C X’,=, A, will be considered as the binary relation with dom E C )(lli A, and rg E c 
A, . When unambiguous, (u} is identified with a. For nonnegative integers n, En denotes 
an n-fold Cartesian product or, when meaningful, the n-fold composition of a binary 
relation E. A function E is represented by E: A -+ B or a H b in the usual way. The 
coordinate projection projr picks the kth component out of an element of a Cartesian 
product. By convention, N, = N w (O]. 
Definitions concerning synchronous cell spaces have been commented extensively 
[16, 18, 231. Because the formal descriptions of asynchronous spaces are quite similar, 
we content ourselves with brief definitions. A (nondeterministic) cell structure Z consists of a 
dimension d E N, a finite set of cell states Q having at least two elements, and for some 
positive integer m, a local transition relation f C p+r where dom f = Qm and a neigh- 
hood template NE (Ed)“. Z is deterministic if f is a function. 
From now on, d, Q, f and N, and C, E, F, T and 0 (see below) are reserved for the 
components associated with the cell structure or cell space under consideration. When 
necessary, we use the space name as a subscript. For every cell structure there is a syn- 
chronous interpretation involving discrete time steps at which all cells switch simul- 
taneously, and an asynchronous one where, for whatever reasons, each cell switches as 
fast as it likes. 
Let C be the set of all con.gurations c: Zd ---f Q. All configurations c’ that may arise 
from a given one c by applying the local transition relation to all cells in some switch set X 
are given by the switch relation E. For its exact definition, we require 
dom E = 2Rd x C, rgEcC and (X, c, c’) E E -f+ V.u E P: 
[x $ X * C(X) = c’(x)] A [x E X 3 (c(x + projl N),..., c(x + projIM, N), c’(x)) ~,f]. 
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Setting B = 0 (B = P), F C C2 is the asynchronous (synchronous) transition relation of Z 
if dom F = C and 
(c> c’) EF * 3X # 0 : B C X C iP A (X, c, c’) E E. 
Thus a synchronous transition relation is a special case in the sense that only switch set 
X = Bd is permitted. In the asynchronous switching mode, any nonempty switch set X 
of cells applies the local transition relation simultaneously; this can generally not be 
simulated by the cells in X switching sequentially in an arbitrary order-therefore, the 
“arbitration condition” of [34] is not satisfied. 
Let SY-CA (AS-CA) denote the class of all (a-)synchronous cell spaces 2 = (d, Q, f, 
NF) where (d,Q,f, N) is a cell structure and F its (a-)synchronous transition relation. 
Let SY-DCA and AS-DCA be the deterministic subclasses and let the subscript d 
(AS-CA, , for example) refer to the corresponding subclass of d-dimensional spaces. 
Finite spaces induced by a quiescent state will be considered in Section 6. 
3. GENERATION OF SYNCHRONOUS CONFIGURATIONS BY ASYNCHRONOUS SPACES 
Before defining when a cell space Y “simulates” a space 2 by means of a coding U 
and a blocking V, we give an example of such a simulation by effectively transforming 
each synchronous space 2 into an asynchronous one simulating 2. While local synchron- 
ization procedures as in [42] p reserve the local behavior (state sequences of cells in Z), 
we preserve the global behavior (configuration sequences of 2) by using an additional 
dimension. As an illustration of the idea employed, Fig. 1 shows a finite part of the cell 
states c(x, t) of a I-dimensional space as a function of cell x and a parameter t for both 
the synchronous and the asynchronous case. 
While the interpretation of t in the synchronous case is simply that Fig. la shows the 
history between time t = 1 and t = 4 where the configuration at t = 2, for example, is 
the horizontal row in height 2, Figure lb means that cell 1 has switched twice yielding 
the cell state sequence (1, 6,4) w i e h 1 in the same interval of time, cell 2 has switched 
three times yielding (3, 1, 6,4), and so on. In general, however, even when cutting off 
the bumps of Fig. lb, the two pictures will not be equal, owing to the nature of the 
asynchronous operation. 
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FIG, 1. Synchronous (a) and 
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asynchronous (b) behavior. 
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The trick is to consider t as the second dimension of a 2-dimensional space and to ensure 
the gradient of the double-lined “frontier” not to become too big. 
In more detail, when a synchronous space 2 E SY-CA, with neighborhood template 
Nz = (x1 ,..., x,) is given, an asynchronous space Y G AS-CA,,, is constructed as 
follows. 
One cell state is added: Qr := Qz w {*>, and th e new neighborhood template is one 
greater than the old one: 
AJ, := ((Xl , -I), . . . . (%,, , -I), (O,..., 0)) 
where (O...., 0) is the null of Z dtt. The new local transition relation is defined as 
u H41 T... , qm+l > qm+l) EQY+‘: qm+l # * v 3k E U>-v m>h 7 *)I. 
Informally, for the center cell of a neighborhood in Y with relative coordinates (O,..., 0), 
there is at most one irreversible change from * to a pnz+l if the remaining neighbor cells 
are in states q1 ,..., q,,, (in Qz!) and if a Z-cell with neighbor states p1 ,..., qm could change 
to qm.+l (first part off,). Any cell that has already changed (qmtI # *) and any cell facing 
a * one unit “below” in its neighborhood will not change (second part of fr). 
A Z-configuration is embedded in the hyperplane (proj,,),(O) of Y by the coding 
function U: C, -+ C, , b i-f c such that 
U is an injective, not surjective, recursive functional (cf. Section 7). Next, a partial func- 
tion R from C, to Cz is defined for c E Cr if y,, = max{ y E Z: Vx EP(c(x,Y) # c)} 
exists. If so, the definition requires that Vx E P: R(c)(x) = c(x, ys). Thus R yields the 
“highest” solid hyperplane of cells not in state c, the height y0 being the minimum of the 
“frontier.” 
R o U is the identity function of Cz; the converse is not true. A is surjective but not 
injective which gives rise to an equivalence relation Y on dom R with equivalence 
classes R,(c) for c E C, . Thus V identifies configurations differing in height and shape 
of the frontier but sharing the highest solid hyperplane of cells not in state *. 
When a configuration c E Cz is given, there are two possibilities for a successor b’ of the 
simulating configuration U(c) in Y, more generally, of any b equivalent to U(c): b’ is 
either still equivalent to U(c), or it is in the same class as the code U(c’) of a successor c’ 
of c. For an injective U, the deterministic sequences (nondeterministic trees) of equiva- 
lence classes of v produced in Y are thus isomorphic to the sequences (trees) of configura- 
tions in Z. 
Before formalizing this type of simulation in the next section, let us make some remarks 
which will not be pursued further. 
(1) If one is not interested in simulating complete configurations of 2, partial results 
can be read off in an earlier stage of the simulation. In Fig. 1 b, for example, the states of 
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cells 4 through 7 produced in the synchronous space at time 5, namely, 6, 1, 3, and 5, 
are already known although the complete configuration is not. In other words, although 
Y is not a locally recursive relation on infinite configurations (see Section 7), this can be 
ignored in applications. Being interested in Z at time t, one simply has to look at row 
(hyperplane) t of Y. Any result appearing in this row is correct; a * in this row signals 
that the result regarding this location is still to come. 
(2) To simulate Z, it is unnecessary to keep track of the changing configurations of Y, 
as the present configuration always contains a complete description of the history of Z 
simulated so far. 
(3) Consider the case d = 1. Assume the various cell delays average out in time, more 
precisely, the difference between the maximum and the minimum of the frontier is 
always bounded by some K. Then the plane z2 can be bent to form a cylinder of circum- 
ference j > K. (Alternatively spoken, in the tape Z x {I,..., j}, cell (x, j) is connected with 
(x, 1) for x ei?.) If no such assumption can be made, the cylinder joint should consist 
of (more expensive) special cells only switching synchronously. In this way, the dis- 
advantage of an additional dimension can be reduced while preserving the advantages. 
(4) Many of the principal results on synchronous spaces, as computation universality 
[lg], self-reproduction and destruction [lo], certain (un-)decidabilities of Garden-of- 
Eden properties and backwards computability [I l], FSSP, and recognition [ 171 can now 
be transformed directly or with minor modifications to asynchronous spaces. 
4. THE NOTION OF SIMULATION 
As in the previous section, a simulation is carried out by a code function U and an 
identifying blocking V. The properties of U and V determine the quality of a simulation 
in a particular case. 
We shall consider (directed) graphs G = (PC , LG) consisting of a set PG of points and 
and a set Lo C PC2 of lines. For a line (Y, s), s is a (G-)successor of Y and r a (G-)predecessor 
of s. In the common way, there are (G-)paths 5’ = (sJlccK (K = N or K = (l,..., n} 
for some n E N) of finite or infinite length / S 1 = ( K j going from s, and, when finite, 
to s, . A finite S is a (G-)cycle ifs, = s,; a loop is a cycle of length 2. For a finite S and a 
path S’, the path concatenation S-S is defined if (s,, , proj, S) is a line. A set D contains 
S if (sk: k E K} C D. 
A function U containing PC in its domain maps a graph G onto the graph U<(G) = 
(WP,), W(r), u(s)): (y, 4 E&H. G iven a graph G and an equivalence relation V with 
dom V containing Po , and abbreviating the equivalence class V*(Y) of an Y E dom V by r^, 
the quotient graph is 
G/V = ({F: Y E Po], ((r^, f): (r, s) E LG A [? = s^ 3 r^ contains a G-cycle]}). 
(The last condition prevents G/V-loops without a counterpart in G.) 
Such a V is a blocking of G if for all lines (p, o) E Lo,, and for all points Y E p, there are 
a points E cr and a G-path S from Y to s such that p contains (proj, S,..., projlsl-r S). The 
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points of G/V are called blocks. In short, from every point of a block there is a path to 
every successor block without going through a third block. This implies that for every 
G/V-path (ul ,..., u,) there is a G-path S, - ‘.. - S, where ok contains S, for k E 
{I,..., ?I.>. 
As an example, Figure 2 shows a graph G and two quotient graphs of G induced b!r 
the relations mod k (equal modulo k) for k = 2, 3. Only mod 3 is a blocking of G. 
FIG. 2. Blocking. 
For a cell space Z and a configuration c E C, , the time graph T,(c) describes all possible 
futures of c. It is the minimal graph G satisfying c E P, and [r E P, A (r, s) EF~] 3 
[s E P, A (r, s) E&I. Time graphs of deterministic synchronous spaces are non-branching 
paths or paths leading into a cycle. 
DEFINITION. Given two cell spaces Z, YE SY-CA u AS-CA, Y U-V-simulates Z 
(in symbols: 2 -$ Y) if U: C, --+ C, and for all configurations c E C, we have: 
(I) V is a blocking of TY( U(c)), 
(2) j rg U n V-(U(c))1 = 1, and 
(3) wwNlv = ~Yv44)Iv~ 
Condition (2) ensures that no U(c) is equivalent to a U(c’) # U(c). (If this was desired, 
one could define U(c) = U(c’).) Up to isomorphism, U<(T,(c)) remains thus the same 
after division by V. For injective U, the behavior T,(c) of a configuration c in space Z 
looks just like the behavior Ty( U(c))/ V of U(c) in Y after certain configurations have been 
identified by V. 
For deterministic Z and Y and the trivial blocking V = 0 (every block being of size l), 
we obtain U 0 F, = Fy 0 U, a common definition of real-time simulation as in [16], for 
example. Particular properties of U such as injective, recursive, continuous, structured, 
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strongly structured, etc., and similar properties for V determine the usefulness, strength 
or triviality of a simulation. In Section 7 we shall discuss such properties further. We 
dispense with formalizing the tedious but straightforward transitivity of U-V-simulations. 
5. FURTHER SIMULATIONS 
In this section, some positive and negative results are given for simulations between 
the various types of cell spaces. A summary including a specification of the simulation 
parameters will follow in Section 9. We have already prepared 
THEOREM 1. For every d-dimensional synchronous cell space Z there is a (d + I)- 
dimensional asynchronous space Y which U-V-simulates Z. 
Proof. From Section 3 it follows that for every configuration c of Z, V is a block~g 
of time graph Tr( U(c)) (condition (1) of U-V-simulation), that no code U(c) is equivalent 
to a code U(c’) # U(c) (condition (2)) and that the points of the graphs U<(T,(c))/V and 
Tr( U(c))/ V coincide. The same is true for their lines, as will be outlined now. 
By definition of quotient graph, for every line (p, u) of U<(T,(c))/V there is a line 
(r, s) E p x 0 of U<(T,(c)), the U-image of T,(c). Therefore, we have configurations 
c, E U-(Y) and c, E U*(s) and a time t E N, such that (c, c,) E Fzt and (cr , cs) E F, . Always 
applying switch set P+r to U(c) and its successors, there must be, by definition of fr , 
configurations Y’ E FFt( U(c)) and s’ E F;(Y’) being V-equivalent to r and s, respectively. 
Thus (P, 4 E Ty( U(c))/ V’. 
Conversely, when starting with the last statement, we can find a line (Y, s) E p x (T of 
Tr( U(c)) and a 5 E N0 such that (U(c), I) E Fyt and (r, s) E F, . By definition of fr and by 
ignoring the slow-downs of Y not leaving a block, we get a time t’ < t for which 
(c, R(Y)) E Fz”’ and (R(r), R(s)) E Fz , hence (U 0 R(Y), U 0 R(s)) E U<( T,(c)). Since R 0 U = 
i&, , we have (U 0 R(Y), Y) E V and (U 0 R(s), s) E V. Therefore, (p, u) E U<( T,(c))/V. 
It should be remarked that a detailed proof requires some extra considerations for the case 
p = 0 and an induction on the last coordinate of ,P+l to replace “by definition of fy .” 
THEOREM 2. Any asynchronous space Z is U-V-simulatable by a synchronous space Y 
of the same dimension where U is the identity of C, and V is th trivial blocking 0. 
Pyoof. Construct Y from Z by always adding the “waiting alternative” in the local 
transition relation of Z: 
.f~ := fz TV 8s peil 4: 4 E domfd 
(without loss of generality, projr Nz = (O,..., 0) is assumed). 
Remark. In the definition of asynchronous cell space, the switch set was postulated 
to be nonempty, i.e., a successor configuration cannot be obtained by no cell switching 
at all. This seems to be a natural condition. In the synchronous space of the previous 
proof, however, it may happen that all cells execute the waiting transition. This harmless 
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“cheating” in the proof can be avoided by slightly modifying the definition of asynchronous 
cell space or of U-V-simulation. 
?u’o truly nondeterministic synchronous space is U-V-simulatable by a deterministic 
synchronous space with an injective U (a noninjective U might map all nondeterministic 
alternatives onto a single one): 
THEOREM 3. VZESY-CA\SY-DCAVYESY-DCAVUVV: Uinjective -+ 7(Z-“, Y). 
For the rather simple proof, the negation of Theorem 3 gives us a space 2, a con- 
figuration c E C, having two distinct successors c’ and c” and a deterministic space I’ 
which I--E’-simulates 2. Then by condition (l), 
By condition (2) and the injectiveness of U, j A 1 = 2. But for deterministic Y, no 
split-up of lines occurs in T,(a), not to mention in Ty(u)/V for any a E rg U. 
By the same argument, we conclude that no asynchronous space Y is U-V-simulatable 
by a deterministic synchronous space as long as U is injective and 2 has at least one 
configuration c which is nonstable (F;(c) # (c}). Less trivial is 
THEOREM 4. Every asynchronous cell space Z can be U-V-simulated by a deterministic 
asynchronous space Y. 
Once again, the existence of a U-v-simulation is of little value as long as U and V have 
not been specified. We refer to the last section and the following proof. The idea is that a 
Z-cell in state a is simulated by a cell string *a ..s a in Y (consider Table I for the first 
time). To switch or not to switch is what simulates the nondeterministic behavior of a 
Z-cell. 
Proof. Given 2 E AS-CA, , where IV, = (x1 ,..., x,), and without loss of generality, 
x1 == (O,..., 0), construct YE AS-DCA, as follows. The new set of cell states is Qy := 
((0, 1,2) x Qz) v {*}. D e fi ne r to be the maximal number of local alternatives in 2, i.e., 
TABLE I 
Behavior of a Cell Word 
Q Phase B,(q) Bdq) D(q) A(n) R(q) 
* a a a a a a a 1 false false true 0 a 
* a’ a a’ a’ a a a 2 true false true 13 
* ’ a b” a’ b” a b” 
; n b” ‘b”b 
3 true true false 9 ; 
* b” 3 
; b” 6 b” 4 
true true false 8 b 
* b b b” false true true 0 b 
+ b b 6” b b” b b 4 false true true 0 b 
* b b b b b b b 1 false false true 0 b 
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r := max{lf;(ti)[: 11 E Qsmn>, and h : = entier(ld Y) + 1. Let J(u, k) be the kth alternative 
offi facing neighborhood state u: 
J: Qz” X {I,..., 2h - 1) -+ Qa such that 
Vu~Qz~:f;(u) = {J(u,h):h~{l,..., 2h- 1)). 
(If necessary, J may enumerate some states twice.) 
A Z-cell in state a will be coded by t followed by a word of h more Y-cells not in state * 
to the “right.” The geometrical relation between 2 and Y is given by the injlation maps 
H’: Z -+ Z, y E+ (h + 1) y and H: Z? - Za, ( y1 ,,.., yd) t-+ (H’( yl), y2 ,..., yd), and the 
de$ationmapI:Zd-+Bd,(yl,... , yd) t+ (max{ y E Z: H’(y) < yr}, ys ,..., yd). Z-configura- 
tions are coded by the simulation map U: C, -+ Cr , c ++ c’ such that 
if W(Y)) = Y b E P-c C’(Y) = ];o, c(I(y))) else. 
For a simulation of Z-cells by Y-words, every cell of a word in Y must be connected 
with every “neighbor word.” Thus N, has to be inflated and shifted by h - 1 cells to both 
sides to yield neighborhood template 
NY := (H(x,) + %,, u ... u (H(GJ + ke),,, 
with u the concatenation of sequences, e = (1, O,..., 0) the first unity vector, and K = 
(--(h - l),..., h - l}. (If the first coordinates of some Z-neighbors differ by only 1, 
Nr contains some points twice and can be reduced.) 
Using the leftmost t, a Y-cell scanning h - 1 cells to both sides can determine its 
relative position M in the word it is part of and the contents W of that word. In detail, 
the position map M: Q2yhe1 -+ {O,..., h} is given by 
(&b-l) 7-*-Y qh-1) ++ 
if * 4 G7-(h-1) 
kax(K E (o,..., h _ ;,,;y; = *> else, 
and the word map W: Q$-’ x (Qy\{x}) x Q;-l -+ Qr” is defined for tuples with a non-* 
center by 
4 = (4-(h-1) ,‘**> Ph-1) ++ (Q--M(Q)+1 ?‘.‘Y 4--M(o)+h)* 
Now let a word q containing no * be gi.ven, say 
The zl, are called cycles, the qr internal states. When q occurs in a configuration in rg U, 
all internal states are equal. This is condition D: 
if q1 z +-a = qh 
else. 
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The existence of a j-cycle in q is condition Bj: 
The decode map R computes the Z-state coded in q. It is any internal state if all of them 
are equal, and any internal state in a 2-cycle otherwise: 
R(q) := If ~ I’ D(q) 
min kc l,...,h):ik=2} else. 
Finally, by interpreting the l-cycles, the alternative map A gives the local nondeterministic 
alternative of 2 to be simulated: 
A(q) := i i;2”-l, where $ = 
I 
1 ifi, = 1 
k=l 
0 else. 
To specify the algorithm for fy , let a neighborhood state v = z+ u ... u v, be given 
where vk E Q2yh-’ for k E {l,..., nt}. The cell to be changed by fr (with template coor- 
dinates (O,..., 0)) is in state projhvl . If projh or = *, set f*(v) := *. Now assume 
projh vl = 6 4 E QY\{ > * , i.e., the cell to be changed has cycle i and internal state w, 
and let the surrounding word q = W(v,) contain no * which is always the case when 
starting with a configuration in the range of the simulation map U. 
Phase 1. (If q contains only O-cycles, the O-cycle of the cell to be changed is replaced 
bY 1.1 
If TB,(q) A TB,(q) then fy(v) := (1, w). 
Phase 2. (If q contains l- but no 2-cycles, the cycle changes to 2 and the internal state 
to the Z-state being alternative number A(q) of fi facing the Z-neighborhood state 
encoded in the Y-neighborhood state v.) 
If B, A TBz then 
fdv) := (2, J((R 0 WJ,),..., R 0 W(v,)), 4))). 
Phase 3. (If q contains two different internal states (there never occur more than two), 
or if there are l-cycles left over from Phase 2, and if there are 2-cycles as a result of Phase 2, 
these 2-cycles encode the new internal state R(q) (by definition of R) which will spread 
throughout q while 1 -cycles change to 0.) 
If (-J) v B,) A Bz A i # 2 then fy(v) := (0, R(q)). 
Phase 4. (If Phase 3 has been completed, indicated by the equality of all internal 
states and the absence of l-cycles, a 2-cycle changes to 0.) 
If D A -,B, A B, then fy(v) := (0, w). 
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In all remaining cases, fr leaves the cell state unchanged. In the following example for 
h = 7, a typical behavior of a cell word 4 in Y simulating a Z-cell in state a choosing 6 
as alternative number 13 is shown in Table I. A(q) = 0, 9, 8 is not used by fy . The cycle 
is indicated by the number of primes. 
The blocking V still to be defined identifies configurations wordwise. Setting 
X := W+(P), the domain and range of Vwill both be all configurations c of Z where 
c-(X) = {*} $ r(Z”\X). F or t wo such configurations c and c’, (c, c’) E V if and only if 
Vx E X: R(c(x + le),..., c(x + he)) = R(c’(x + le),..., c’(x + he)) 
where e = (1, 0 ,..., 0). 
To minimize formalism, we dispense with verifying that a proper U-V-simulation was 
just constructed. It might be interesting to point out that in the simulation process, no 
cell of a word must wait until a neighbor word is in a certain phase; that is, there is no 
local synchronization procedure required. Finally, let us note that we used a very con- 
servative coding. Multidimensional comma-free (a-free) codes might result in a more 
efficient simulation, (Refer to [16, IV; 23, XI].) 
6. FINITE SPACES 
For practical reasons, many studies of synchronous cell spaces were focused on finite 
ones. A cell space Z is finite if there is a distinguished quiescent state e, E Qz with the 
restriction&(& ,..., 0,) = (@a}. This restriction makes the subset C,f of jinite configura- 
tions c-those with finite support P\c,(@-closed under the transition relation F;. 
A simulation is Jinite if the spaces involved are finite and C, and Cr are replaced by 
C,f and Cyf, respectively. 
THEOREM 5. Theorem 1 through 4 renzain valid for finite simulatians. 
Proof. In all cases, the idea employed is essentially the same and always applicable 
for simulation maps U being “structured.” In the proof of Theorem 4, for example, 
the support A of a finite configuration c E C,f is coded by the Y-cells in 
B := {H(x) + (k, 0 ,..., 0): x E A A k E (0 ,..., h)}. 
Now embed B in a carpet 
B’ := B u {x + projrc N: x E B A k ~{l,..., 1 N I}} 
and modify U(c) such that x $ B’ * U(c)(x) = *. In all but finitely many cases, 8, is 
then coded by the word c *.. x, thus making U(c) finite with Br = *. This property 
remains valid after modifying the local transition relation in such a way that the carpet 
grows with maximal speed by changing words * **. * at its border into *S, *.* 0, . Of 
course, the different representations of 0, in Y can and must be identified by blocking V. 
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A second possibility still in accordance with the practical motivations of a quiescent state 
exists in permitting two quiescent states which in any combination still cause no change 
of cell state. 
7. RECURSIVENESS OF SIMULATION 
It was argued before that the value of a U-V-simulation strongly depends upon the 
properties of U and V. One basic property is recursiveness. Let 2 and Y be two (not 
necessarily different) cell spaces. U: Cz - C, is recursive if it is a recurssive functional 
as defined in [Sl], or to give a more graphic equivalent, if there is a Turing machine 
which when given c E C, on a &-dimensional read-only input tape will output U(c) on 
an initially blank &-dimensional print-only output tape such that every output box is 
printed after a finite time and exactly once. All simulation maps U in the positive results 
of this paper are recursive. 
If we define a simple equivalence V of configurations induced by coding every cell 
state 4 by either Q or 4’ (as was basically done in Theorem 4), the equivalence class V*(c) 
of any configuration c is not countable. Therefore we cannot generalize the recursiveness 
of a function to the relations involved in this paper. Instead we define V Z Cz x Cr 
to be locally recursive if there is a Turing machine which when given c E Cz and c’ E Cr 
on two read-only input tapes of dimensions dz and dy , respectively, will stop if (c, c’) I# Y 
but test forever otherwise. In all but one case, we used locally recursive blockings (see 
next section). 
The simulation parameters can be further classified by the notions of “structured 
homomorphism” (essentially in [23]), and, if the dependency graph of the local transition 
relation is preserved under simulation, of “strong structure morphism” (generalize [56] 
to infinite sets). We will not discuss this here. 
8. SIMULATION TIME 
In asynchronous networks, the specification of time or at least simulation speed is more 
difficult and sometimes less realistic than in the synchronous case (cf. the discussion of 
time in the Introduction). In this paper, the behavior of a cell space 2 is simulated (for 
injective U isomorphically) by sequences of blocks in Y. So the size of a block 
could be regarded as a first upper bound on the speed of simulation. However, it was 
shown before that infinite configurations usually imply infinite blocks. The maximal 
length of all paths contained in one block could be taken as another bound. But even 
when undesired “hang-up” cycles within one block are excluded (such cycles are not 
created by the simulations in this paper), there may still be “infinite slow-downs” due 
to the nature of asynchronism. In the simulation employed in the proof of Theorem 4, 
for example, it may happen, in the limit, that a configuration U(c) changes to U(c’) as 
follows. First, only one word goes through Phase 1, then a second word does so, and so on. 
All configurations of this infinite process remain in the block of U(c). (An infinite 
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number of relative time steps is required, but the absolute time consumed might be one 
unit only.) 
It is an interesting problem which additional delay restrictions on the local behavior 
of a cell space and which measure of time imply a finite or even bounded slow-down. 
Rather than further discussing how to obtain such upper bounds on the simulation time, 
we now suggest a lower bound which we believe to be in many cases a realistic measure of 
simulation speed. 
Assume cell space Y is U-V-simulating a space 2 and let some action of 2 be repre- 
sented by a sequence of blocks in Y, i.e. by a (Ty(c)/V)-path 27 = (uI ,..., oi) for some 
c E rg U andi E N. Define the minimal realization time of 2 as 
nx := min{K E N: 3T,(c)-path S = S, - *** - Si 
(proj, Sfzrg UA Vi’iE(l,... ,i}(~~ contains SJ A ) S 1 - 1 < K(j - I))}. 
In other words, the shortest path S of Y-configurations traverses the blocks of 2 with a 
slow-down of nz . The U-V-simulation is n times real time if n = nz for all 2 as above. 
Note that such an n does not exist for varying nz in which case n could be defined as the 
minimal n, . But we want to include in the notion of n times real time the existence of a 
slow-down of only 12 in each case. For deterministic synchronous spaces, the common 
definition U OF, = Fyn o U of n times real time coincides with ours if a block of V always 
consists of c, F,(c),..., F:-‘(c) for c E rg U. 
As an example, take the simulation in the proof of Theorem 4. Here it is sufficient if 
every cell word goes through three phases thus n = nz = 3. When desired, n = 3 can be 
decreased by applying speed-up theorems as in [ 16J 
9. SUMMARY 
We now give a list of the results of the previous sections together with some easily 
provable corollaries. 
RESULT ‘1. Every d-dimensional synchronous cell space 2 can be U-V-simulated by 
a (d + I)-dimensional asynchronous cell space Y in real time; the simulation map U is 
injective and recursive; the set of cell states and the neighborhood size of Y are one greater 
than those of Z, respectively. Determinism of Z is preserved in Y. Finite Z are Jinitely 
simulatable in which case V is locally recursive. 
RESULT 2. Every d-dimensional asynchronous cell space Z can be U-V-simulated by a 
d-dimensional deterministic asynchronous cell space Y in 3 times real time; U is injective and 
recursive, and blocking V is locally recursive. The number of cell states needed z’s 1 Qr 1 = 
3 ] Qz ) f 1. There are finite simulations for Jinite Z. 
RESULT 3. By combining Results 1 and 2, every synchronous cell space is simulatable by 
a deterministic asynchronous space. 
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RESULT 4. Every d-dimensional asynchronous cell space Z can be U-V-simulated by a 
d-dimensional synchronous cell space Y in real time where U = id, V = 0, Qy = Qz , and 
N, = Nz . The simulation is finite ;f Z is. 
RESULT 5. No truly nondeterministic synchronous cell space and no asynchronous space 
with a nonstable con$guration is U-V-simulatable by a synchronous deterministic space with U 
being injective. 
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